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REPLY TO 2020 ZFHOA AGM QUESTIONS 

1. Audited Financial Results, Expenditure, Administration fee - up from R17,520 (2019) to R142,200 
(2020). Budget 2021 is R120,000. Please explain drastic increase and justify budgeted amount? 
 
REPLY: The Administration Fee relates to the contract that was signed with Jade Archer who 
was contracted as our Community Administrator. With Jade Archer resigning, the current two 
incumbents are receiving a stipend of R5,000 each per month 
 
Allocation has changed for this Financial Year. If 2019 was allocated the same as 2020 then it 
would reflect as follows… 

Excl Guards collection and Payment 2020 
  

2019 
 

Resident Contributions (Invoiced)           1,455,482  
  

  1,351,100  
 

      

Security              878,742  59% 
 

     778,320  61% 

Administration              142,200  10% 
 

     175,230  14% 

Salaries and Wage (Casual and Direct)              150,086  10% 
 

     118,006  9% 

Parks and environ              156,088  11% 
 

       91,345  7% 

Telephone/Printing and Stationery                55,919  4% 
 

       46,403  4% 

Legal/Insurance/BC                46,708  3% 
 

       29,286  2% 

Motor Vehicle                38,694  3% 
 

       28,083  2% 

Other                   9,094  1% 
 

       15,211  1% 

 
          1,477,531  

  
  1,281,884  

 

2. Audited Financial Results, Expenditure, Telephone/Internet - up from R15,028 (2019) to R45,069 
(2020). Budget 2021 is R48,000. Please explain drastic increase and justify budgeted amount? 
 
REPLY: ZFHOA bought a Mobile Phone contract and Data Contract as used by Jade our 
Administrator in 2019. These are now being used by our current Security Administrator, Rene. 
Our Treasurer allocated 6% increase compared to this past year's costs, giving an expected 
monthly expense of R4,000.00 
 

3. Budget Options 2020/2021, Expected Residents Contributing is 87% (234/267). Membership 
Summary Report 2019/2020, Contributors 81% (217/267). A difference of 17 paying members at 
R720pm over 12 months takes the expected loss up by R146,880 from R307,846 to a projected 
loss of R454,726. What steps have been considered and are planned to budget the voting options 
at 87% paying contributors? 
 
REPLY: Mike Neu-Ner is actively canvassing the residents to pay - but we realise that household 
incomes have been affected by COVID 19, so that is why reduced budget options have been put 
on the table 
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4. Is there an Option to open Canterbury to “Use At Own Risk” as per the Bryanston weir roads that 

cross the spruit? This may help to reduce spending with regards to the 2nd ADT Car and 24hr 
Hampton access. It is clear that Canterbury will not get fixed for years with the current economic 
climate. 
 
REPLY: The Road was closed by JRA (please see: https://www.zfhoa.com/canterbury-closure). 
Ben Nortier and some of our residents in their personal capacities have been communicating 
with JRA for action and/or alternatives. 
 

5. That the committee take on Road maintenance with as much enthusiasm as the Parks 
 
REPLY: Public Road maintenance is managed by the Johannesburg Roads Agency. The 
Committee has no authority to maintain or interfere with the management or maintenance of 
our community roads as they are not privately-owned by the Home Owners Association, 
especially as other Public Legal Entities such as the Third Party Insurance Fund and JMPD would 
also have a stake in their maintenance. 
 
In regard to our Community Green Zones, through discussions with Joburg City Parks and Zoo, 
stressing the need for clear line of sight and boundary maintenance as part of our Community 
Security Measures, we have been able to establish a compatible relationship over the years. 
 

6. I propose Budget Option 1a (R720): Incl 2nd Car (current contract), No Park Projects, No 
Administrator, Revised budget allowances. 
 
REPLY: Thank you for this suggestion. We have included this option in the Budget considerations 
as Option 1a 
 

7. Why has ZFHOA not been registered as a PBO (Public Benefit Company) with SARS? This would 
allow ZFHOA to issue Section 18A certificates for our monthly donations which are fully tax 
deductible! R720x12= R8640 personal tax deduction for every member every year! 
 
REPLY: Thank you for this feedback. We will task the incoming Board to investigate further. 
 

8. Why has the Security Report (on the Agenda) not been released prior to the AGM? 
 
REPLY: Unfortunately, Lockdown has had adverse effects on some process. We ask for your 
patience as the Security Sub-Committee is still busy compiling this Report. 
 

9. Currently there is no control in place to check that residents are actually aware of a visitor. This 
for me is a security loophole and could result in serious security breaches. I propose that visitors 
entering the boom gate must first call resident to be visited and the number dialed verified by the 
security using a resident phone list. I believe that this is a cost effective method to begin with and 
in the future technology could be used to further enhance the control.  
 
REPLY: Thank you for your suggestion. Please note that the Security Access Restrictions Policy 
pertaining to Applications made in terms of Section 45 of The Rationalisation of Local 
Government Affairs Act, No. 10 Of 1998 as well as our current Security Access Restriction 
Application: Zandfontein Farm Home Owners Association - Gallo Manor - Ref. 26 does not allow 
for this feature/service. This would only be possible if we were a Private Estate like Ashby, 
Dainfern or Waterfall Estates. 
 

https://www.zfhoa.com/canterbury-closure

